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TOWN OF SOUTHINGTON 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

TUESDAY DECEMBER 11, 2012 

 

  Chairman Robert Salka called the Public Hearing and Regular 

meeting of the Southington Zoning Board of Appeals to order at 7:00 

o’clock, p.m. in the Municipal Center Assembly Room with the following 

members in attendance: 

 

 Jeffrey Gworek, Matthew O’Keefe, Bryan Wysong & Joseph LaPorte   

          

 Alternates: Thomas Lombardi 

    Ronald Bohigian 

 

 Absent:  Dee Ahern, Alternate 

    Paul Bedard, Alternate 

     

 Others:  Rob Librandi, Zoning Enforcement Officer 

      

   

 A quorum was determined. 

   

 The Pledge of Allegiance to the American Flag was recited by 

everyone in attendance. 

 Mr. Gworek explained the procedure to be followed in the 

presentation of an application and advised should their appeal be 

approved they file it with the Town Clerk’s Office as soon as they 

receive the formal approval in the mail before starting any work.  You 

have one year to begin the project.   

 

ROBERT SALKA, Chairman, presiding: 

5. Approval of Minutes 

 Mr. LaPorte made a motion to approve the Minutes of the previous 

meeting as submitted.  Mr. Wysong seconded.  Motion passed unanimously 

on a voice vote. 

 

 The Chair additionally advised you will need four yes votes to 

reverse the order of the zoning enforcement officer. 
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6. Public Hearing Items: 

 A. APPEAL #5971A, Application of Immaculate Conception Church 

to appeal the decision by the Zoning Enforcement Officer concerning 

the placement of a clothing bin I an R-12 zone under Section 11-20 & 

15-03 of the Zoning Regulations, 130 Summer Street a/k/a 152 Summer 

Street, property of Immaculate Conception in an R-12 zone. 

 THE CHAIR:  Will the applicant please come forward and state 

your name and address for the record, please? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  Stanley Pozucek, 259 Winding Ridge, Southington, 

Connecticut. I am the President of the Parish Council at the 

Immaculate Conception Church representing Father (Inaudible). 

 We were approached by St. Paulie Textile, a company out of 

Rochester, New York and they will have an opportunity to give you a 

little information, too: to establish a clothing bin, collect clothes 

primarily for third world countries.   

 We propose to put it on the property, on our property, and it 

really is an area not even close to the street.  We submitted the plot 

plan of the property.  Do you have them in front of you?  You can see 

where the location of the shed is going to be. 

 We are not sure whether or not their representative Zacchary Cope 

submitted a copy of the brochure that they have?  It shows what the 

collection bin would look like. It’s not a bin.  It’s actually a 

house. 

 THE CHAIR:  We have a picture of it. 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  We have an email with him.  I don’t know if this 

is what --- 

 MR. POZUCEK:  You have copies of it then. You are aware of --- 

it’s not going to be one of these metal bins.  It is a nice little 

shed on the property. 

 The church is proposing to maintain the shed on a daily basis 

during the course of the school year when the religious education 

center is in operation.  The members of the confirmation class for 

that year will take care of the minimal amount of work that needs to 

be done prior to the point that St. Pauly comes to collect the 

clothing.  

 Once the school year is ended, then we have volunteers within the 

organization as well as the people who are at the church on a daily 

basis to keep an eye on it.  It’s not going to get out of control.  

It’s not going to look messy like some of them d. 

 We were somewhat surprised that we had to go through this 

process, but we are intent on doing it and I would like to turn this 

over to Ben DeGeorge who is actually one of the sons of the original 
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owner who started the property, process, project in New York.  He can 

give you a little more information about how they do it. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  Thank you.  Should I say my name and address?   

 My name is Ben DeGeorge and my address is 1067 Gateway Drive, 

Farmington, New York, 14425. 

 First of all, thank you very much for having us here tonight.  

Like he said, we are asking for permission to put one of our clothing 

drop off sheds on the church property.   

 As he also said, my dad founded the company sixteen years ago.  

My two brothers were brought in together now with our dad and we have 

currently 633 of these clothing drop off sheds at churches, schools 

and fire departments, primarily all over upstate New York and now 

we’re expanding into Connecticut. 

 So, in the past two months, we have placed six sheds in 

Connecticut at churches that are all kind of close to here in similar 

communities.  And, in the sixteen years since our dad started this, 

we’ve only had one church ever ask to remove a shed.  And, that was 

due to a new pastor coming in and he said can we please remove the 

shed and the next day, we complied or removed it.  We have had a 

pretty good success ratio. 

 How the project works is people donate clothing to the shed.  The 

church enters the shed daily.  Moves the clothing from where it is 

donated to the far side of the shed.  As you can see in the pictures 

there is a donation chute and there are two sets of doors.  There is a 

set of doors on the smaller 8 foot side and that is the side that the 

church enters through and then they stack it against the far side of 

the shed.  And, that insures that it never becomes a mess for people 

who do come to donate.  There is always space for donations and that 

combats the problem that you may have seen in the past with donation 

bins that are overflowing or where people aren’t respecting them for 

that reason. 

 We are actually the largest clothing collector and redistributors 

of clothing in the northeast.  We collect right around 80,000 pounds 

of clothing a day and then send it all over the U.S. and world to 

whoever needs it at the time. 

 We have sent stuff in 2012: we’ve sent clothing to 55 different 

countries including areas in the United States that need help.  Soon 

in the next few weeks our clothing items will go to areas that are 

affected by the hurricane that just happened a month ago.  We also 

send a lot of clothing to New Orleans, right after Hurricane Katrina 

and then  any other areas that are hit with disaster after that 

disaster hits. 

 Like I said, the clothing ends up all over the U.S. and world.   
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 The shed itself actually ends up being property of the church.  

Then we purchase the clothing from the church for four cents per 

pound.  

 The reason why we have these clothing sheds only with churches, 

schools and fire departments locally is so that if the church would 

like to take clothing out of the shed to use locally at anytime, they 

can. It’s their clothing. It’s their right to do so.  And, we want to 

make sure that we are helping people out locally first before anyone 

else.  That makes the project successful and a long term community 

project. 

 So that is generally how it works.  We have a maintenance crew 

that goes around every spring and summer and does any painting, trim 

work or roof work that needs to be done.  We maintain the sheds and 

keep them in as good a shape as possible as we want to be around for 

as long as possible. 

 You can’t see the shed that we’re --- the placement that we’re 

proposing, you cannot see it from the main road.  It’s pretty far in 

the back of the property. 

 That is that unless there is any questions about how the project 

works. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Are you a nonprofit company? 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  We are a for profit company. 

 (Pause) 

 But like I shed, the shed project itself is going to be owned by 

the church.  But we are a for profit company with currently 50 

employees.  And, we feel even though we are a for profit company, we 

have a huge impact upon, a positive impact because we are sending this 

clothing to organizations like Red Cross, who will approach us for a 

hundred thousand pounds of clothing at a time as opposed to buying it 

brand new from China. 

 They purchase it from us for less expensive than they would 

anywhere else on the face of the planet and they’ll know that the 

funds are going back locally.   We are sending a significant part of 

that fund back to local churches. 

 The average church that we have a shed with, like I said we have 

638 now, the average church who has one of those sheds ends up earning 

right around $150 a month. Some make much more.  Some make less.  But 

that is the average across the board for how much they earn. 

 MR. LAPORTE: Do you have steady pickups? 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  Yes, we do that every week.  If we need to pickup 

more often, we will.  Others, particularly close to where we are based 

out of, there is a lot of areas where we have to pick up twice a week.  
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Some, especially in the higher population suburbs a couple of times a 

week.  But as long as the church does the correct job of moving the 

bags away from where it is donated inside the shed, once a week covers 

it. 

 MR. BOHIGIAN:  If the church wants to pull it out, they can pull 

it out at any time? 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  Yah. 

 MR. BOHIGIAN:  No contract? 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  No contract.  We are happy with a handshake 

contract. It is --- I mean, we feel pretty comfortable with the 

success of it.  It’s worked out pretty well.  There is no contract 

besides the handshake. 

 THE CHAIR:  What happens to the material that might be put in 

there that might not be suitable for distribution? 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  So, we found that one out of every 75 bags donated 

--- we are going to put a signage on the shed which deters people from 

donating garbage items.  And, the fact that these sheds are at 

churches and well maintained, people are pretty respectful, as well. 

 But we are finding one out of every 75 bags donated, we get a bag 

of say, hard toys, household goods and electronics and things like 

that.  So, we pick up any of those items.  Some of that we can use and 

send one.  But some stuff like electronic items, we unfortunately, 

have to throw away. 

 All across our sheds in the course of a year, there may be one or 

two where someone drops off a mattress or something like that.  In the 

event of that, our guys pick it up when the go to the shed.  It is a 

big rarity like I said because people are respectful of a church and 

the shed looks good.  We pickup everything at the shed. 

 THE CHAIR:  So, if a mattress was left there, as at a lot of 

these bins mattresses are left outside or stuff is just dumped 

outside, who would be responsible for removing that prior to you 

showing up in your normal rounds of collection? 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  The church.  I mean, like I said, it is so rare 

with our sheds, but it is the church’s property.  It is their job to 

keep that looking good.  But like I said, it is such a rare issue, any 

time that it has happened and I think so far this year it has happened 

twice, our guys when they do their weekly pickup, they have picked up 

that item and they throw it on the truck.  That’s twice out of 638 

sheds. 

 MR. LAPORTE:  So, what happens if a church doesn’t say --- people 

will throw just about anything they didn’t want and left it for the 

church’s responsibility?  Then what happens if they have no place to 

put it? 
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 MR. DEGEORGE:  We would pick it up on our weekly pick up.  So if 

there is, our guys are instructed if there is anything in the shed 

whatsoever, they are supposed to take everything in and around the 

shed. They are supposed to inspect to the shed to make sure there is 

no garbage items or anything like that.  If you drop a candy wrapper 

or anything they’re supposed to take everything around the shed if 

there is anything. 

 MR. LOMBARDI:  Like you said, if the bins are being abused, and 

things are being dropped off that aren’t supposed to be there and if 

the church didn’t like the way things were going, they could have it 

for two weeks and say, this isn’t for us and call you and they could 

get rid of it. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  Absolutely.  We’re comfortable too, saying that if 

it was a maintenance issue and people were disrespecting the shed, if 

the town decided it was not a respectable use of the town, that we 

would remove it as well.   So, you know, we don’t want to ever put 

stuff out there and leave it and have it look bad.  We want it to look 

as good as possible. 

 MR. BOHIGIAN:  Are there any other sheds on the site? 

 THE CHAIR:  There is a standalone two-car garage that’s there.  

There is also, I believe there is a shed in the far back corner.  I 

believe that is part of your property.   Is that a shed back there? 

 Where this is going to go – 

 MR. POZUCEK:  The site plan that you are looking at is 2003.  It 

shows that they own the house that is at the end of the parking lot.  

That was sold.  The shed that is on that property actually belongs to 

that property owner. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay, okay.  Basically – 

 MR. POZUCEK:  We still have that parcel of lawn in that far 

corner and that is where the shed will be. You can see where it is 

going to be located. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay. 

 MR. POZUCEK:  And, in addition, if something unsavory shows up, 

we have a dumpster right there next to our garage so we can just pop 

it in the dumpster. 

 MR. BOHIGIAN:  So this would be the only shed on that property, 

on your property? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  Right.  Yes, correct. 

 MR. WYSONG:  This uh, Stan, this appeal is for or relates to use 

and not the building.  Is that your understanding? 
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 MR. POZUCEK:  Right.  It’s a zoning issue I think because it’s R-

12. 

 THE CHAIR:  Because it’s not in a business zone.  Sheds – 

 MR. POZUCEK:  Right. 

 THE CHAIR:  -- or bins are applicable to a business zone and not 

a residential, R-12 or anything else. 

 MR. WYSONG:  It’s a use issue and not a structure issue. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  Right.   

 THE CHAIR:  Correct. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  And, the structure itself is temporary. It’ll be 

just be sitting on blocks. 

 MR. WYSONG: Again, I don’t think it is a structure issue. It is a 

use issue. 

 MR. POZUCEK:  I’m sorry? 

 MR. WYSONG:  It’s a use issue. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  Yes, it is.  It’s a use issue. 

 MR. WYSONG: Not a structure issue. 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  Because realistically, if this is a clothing bin 

then they can’t have a shed on the property, also.  Being R-12 they 

can have a shed up to 200 sf.  This would be only at 96.  So this 

wouldn’t even require a zoning permit. Anything under 150 sf would 

need a building permit. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  But it is essentially a business use in a 

residential area because it’s for a for profit company that is making 

money by utilizing a residential area for a business purpose. 

 MR. WYSONG:  I think we are getting into discussion.  I would 

still like to ask the applicant some questions. 

 THE CHAIR:   Sure. 

 Would you maybe come up to the podium and share with --- 

 MR. WYSONG: Is outreach a tenant of your church? 

 MR. POZUCEK: No, I don’t believe so. 

 When you say outreach?  I am not familiar with that term. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Let me define outreach as I understand it within a 

church structure.  It is the reaching out to the public with works of 

goodwill. 
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 MR. POZUCEK: Oh, yes.  We do that. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Then my question to you is:  Is outreach a tenant of 

your church, under your beliefs, one of your practices?  Outreach to 

the community. 

 MR. POZUCEK: Yes. 

 MR. WYSONG: Is donating to charity a recognized outreach activity 

in your – 

 MR. POZUCEK:  Yes. 

 MR. WYSONG:   Activities? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  We have collections on a regular basis.  We 

contribute to – we contributed over the Thanksgiving period many bags 

of food that was collected.  Here in town. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Okay.  Then as I understand the presentation, the 

clothing ends up in this shed and is a charity donation to the church 

which uses it not only locally for charity but makes it available to a 

for profit organization – 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  We purchase it from them for their fundraising. 

 MR. WYSONG:  For their fundraising. What happens to the funds 

that are collected from this activity? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  The funds will be utilized in the outreach program 

that the church has. 

 MR. WYSONG:  If you were denied the use of this bin or this 

structure, would you consider that a hardship as it relates to your 

charitable giving? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  It would make us less effective.  It would make us 

less effective. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Thank you. 

 THE CHAIR:  Matt, did you --- 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Well, if you didn’t have a storage bin, couldn’t 

you collect clothing in your basement and donate that for charitable 

purposes? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  It’s not as convenient doing it that way.  Because 

you situations in town with vandalism and what not, the church 

basically stays locked up most of the time. 

 This would allow people the opportunity to make a donation 

basically in a very convenient way.  Drive into the parking lot, pull 

up to the shed, make the donation there.  And, leave. 
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 MR. O’KEEFE:  Have you checked with your insurance carrier as to 

liability issues as it relates to the general public? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  I think we have investigated that and they will. 

 (Pause) 

 THE CHAIR:  Is your driveway locked at all? 

 MR.POZUCEK:  No. 

 THE CHAIR:  Because you’ve got a driveway on one side – one on 

Summer Street or two on Summer Street and one going off on to --– 

 MR. POZUCEK:  Knowles Avenue. 

 THE CHAIR:  Right.  So those are never locked? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  No.  They are actually two entrances from Knowles 

Avenue and two from Summer. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Can you address the issue to the location as to why 

you would take that area which is really right near a neighbor’s back 

yard? 

 MR. POZUCEK: Sure. Because it’s open space and convenient.  You 

know, there isn’t much space there that isn’t occupied with foliage or 

--- and it’s also in an area where n the winter you wouldn’t have a 

problem with plowing snow.  It is the most suitable location on the 

property and still you know, and not have it on the street which would 

rather not have it on the street. 

 MR. DEGEORGE: I will say as well we actually, right before we 

came here, my co-worker and I, we swung by the church to check it out 

and the neighbor whose house backs up to that property there was 

outside.  So we talked to him for a while and said, hey, you know this 

is what the project is we’re doing here.  We want to give you our card 

just in case you’d like to get in touch in the future.  And, he was 

totally happy with the project.  Totally okay with it in that space.  

He is a really nice guy, actually.  He thought it would be a good 

project. 

 So we told him that if there were any issues going forward, he 

can feel free to call us.  Obviously, he can get in touch with the 

church also but we told him that we wanted to be good neighbors and 

have a good relationship moving forward.  So, he seemed very behind 

the project though. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:   Well, so I think even if you look at Section 

11.21 of the regulations which talks about special requirements for 

places of worship, you are required, even if this were a permitted 

use, when you are adjoining a residential property, to have a 

landscaped border that is not less than 8 feet wide.  And, I don’t see 

any proposal for landscaping behind this. 
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 MR. POZUCEK:  Well, the property --- the location backs up to the 

property line.  I don’t think there is enough room for it – 

landscaping. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  But I am looking specifically at 11-21 Paragraph 6. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  So, what does the landscaping mean?  Shrubbery and 

stuff like that?  Or --- 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  You know, we are looking at a shed potentially 

being up against a neighbor’s property with no border.  And, even, it 

is a residential area and a business use. 

 MR. POZUCEK: There actually is a border of trees along that 

property line.  They are not evergreen but deciduous but a border of 

trees there. 

 (Pause, pause) 

 MR. POZUCEK: I apologize here.  I’m looking at the – I am trying 

to figure out the setback requirement.  I am filling in here for Zack 

who was initially going to do the meeting.  I wasn’t sure if he had 

marked down any sort of setback distance between the property line and 

the shed.  Let’s see. 

 So, really it sounds like a shed has to be 8 feet from the 

property line, is that what --- 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  Ten feet. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  And, we are also talking about screening. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  Um, if we -- we can put the shed 10 feet away from 

the property line which I think there is room for that.  Uh, I don’t 

know if that would be a building permit thing or a zoning permit 

thing.  Um, from the perspective of where --- the neighbor showed us 

where is property line was and it could’ve been 10 feet or a little 

bit less as to where they told me where the shed was being placed now.  

But I do believe there is some flexibility there to absolutely have 

the shed conform to 10 feet. 

 MR. POZUCEK:  Looking at the map that Bob had done, it looks like 

there is enough room to move the shed forward to get the necessary 

clearance.  I don’t have a 100-scale. 

  MR. LIBRANDI:  It looks like it could be. 

 (Undertone comments over the map) 

 THE CHAIR:  How old is --- is the church --- Rob, does the church 

predate zoning?  I mean, I think if you were going to build a new 

house of – 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  In 1957. 
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 MR. POZUCEK:  By many years. 

 THE CHAIR:  I was going to say if you were going to build a new 

house of worship, this would apply.  You take an existing house of 

worship, you can’t overlay the current regulations saying you have got 

to build berms and you’ve got to put landscaping --- 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  That is something that would probably be seen on 

the site plan. 

 THE CHAIR:  That’s what I would think. 

 So, I am not quite sure that 11-21(6) would apply to pre date 

zoning for a church that is already there and approved. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Now, Mr. Chairman, I am confused.  I thought we had 

established that this was an appeal about use and not an appeal about 

the shed or setbacks or anything to do with the shed.  It’s a use of 

this structure.  Are we changing what this appeal is asking for? 

 THE CHAIR: Well, if we --- it would seem to me if we are going to 

allow the shed there – a something there, that doesn’t meeting the 

requirements of our zoning regulations, you’re right.  We are not 

asking for or they are not coming in for a shed per say. 

 It’s a use issue. 

 MR. GWOREK:  It would need a zoning variance. 

 THE CHAIR: Yes, correct.   

 MR. LIBRANDI:  This is just a clothing bin. 

 THE CHAIR:  I’m sorry? 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  This is just for a clothing bin.  It’s not a shed.   

Don’t look at it as a shed.  It’s just a clothing bin in an R-12 zone. 

 MR. WYSONG:  I would look at it as a shed that’s being used as a 

clothing receptacle.  I have a real difficulty with applying 11-20 to 

this structure at all quite honestly. 

 THE CHAIR:  Well, 11-20 specifically says that it is not allowed 

in anything other than a B zone. 

 MR. WYSONG:  In a specific – 

 THE CHAIR:  So, 11-20 applies. 

 MR. WYSONG: Specifically, we are into discussion again.  It says 

a receptacle.  I have a real hard time viewing this as a receptacle. 

 THE CHAIR:  What about a collection and drop off --- call it 

whatever you want.  It is a collection/drop off something not allowed 

in an R zone. 
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 MR. O’KEEFE:  And, by definition, a shed becomes a receptacle 

when it is used for purposes of collecting and dropping off. 

 MR. LOMBARDI:  And, I think to Matt’s point, he was just saying 

there is a distance that should be considered but in this case there 

is plenty of distance between where the bin is going to go and the 

property.  It’s not like its 1 foot here or inches.  There is plenty 

of room to work with in this situation.  I think Matt’s point was very 

valid in that it should be considered but in this case there is plenty 

of room. 

 MR. WYSONG: I agree it should be considered but I think that to 

the onus of the site plan when it is submitted that this structure 

will be in this location and that meets zoning or does not.  And, if 

it does not, then we can have an appeal for a variance on setbacks or 

a variance on the plans which isn’t the issue of this appeal. 

 I view this appeal as the church as part of their religious 

beliefs and outreach want to establish a collection facility for 

charity.  And, we’re saying our regulations would require a variance 

because it is a residential zone as opposed to a business zone.  I 

don’t see any other issue before us. 

 MR. LOMBARDI:  I have a question for the applicant.  Sorry, I 

forget your first name, Stanley? 

 MR. POZUCEK:  Stanley. 

 MR. LOMBARDI:  Stanley, it seems like you selected a very 

reputable company to go forward with this project.  You did a lot to 

find out about it.  You know, they are a for profit, which is fine.  

They make money.  They’re still doing great work it sounds like.  

 Have you been approached by any nonprofit organizations that do 

similar work? 

 MR. POZUCEK: No. No, we haven’t. 

 MR. LOMBARDI:  Thanks. 

 MR. POZUCEK: Years ago and I don’t believe I was even a member of 

the parish at the time, years ago they had a collection bin on the 

property.  Whether or not it had any approval or not, I don’t know. 

 MR. LOMBARDI: It wasn’t monitored weekly? 

 MR. POZUCEK: No.  They didn’t do well with it.   The thing we 

like about this one is it gets picked up on a regular basis. It has 

coverage and surveillance practically around the clock with the Pastor 

being there. 

 THE CHAIR:  Any other questions of the applicant? 
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 MR. LIBRANDI:  Mr. Chairman, if we could just look at Section 11-

20 and just note it says they do have to go if they are approved --- 

if the decision is appealed and they move forward, they have to go to 

site plan approval before the planning & zoning commission. 

 With that, there are some issues that may arise.  You know, just 

from reading the regulations for number 6, 11-20, that reads if the 

owner is a nonprofit status should be submitted with the site plan 

modification application carries.  So there may be an issue there with 

that type of use. 

 MR.GWOREK: It would be a nonprofit.  The church owns it. 

 MR. BOHIGIAN:  The church doesn’t own it, you own it. 

 MR.DEGEORGE:  No, we give the shed to the church. 

 MR. LIBRANDI: Oh, okay. 

 MR. DEGEORGE:  We give the shed to the church and we do all the 

maintenance on it.  We still handle all the physical maintenance on 

it.  It’s on the church’s property. Any of the clothing that is inside 

the shed is the church’s property still.  We pick it up and purchase 

it from the church. 

 MR.LIBRANDI: You give them something that you own? 

 MR.DEGEORGE:  If they decided to do anything with the clothing, 

it is their clothing because community members are giving to the 

church. 

 MR.BOHIGIAN:   We are talking about the shed.  You give them the 

shed? 

 MR.DEGEORGE:  Yes. 

 MR.BOHIGIAN:  In writing?  If they elect to not do business with 

you anymore, who takes the shed? 

 MR.DEGEORGE: They can take it and put it in their backyard or 

give it back to us. 

 (Chuckles) 

 MR. BOHIGIAN:   So, it is their shed and not yours. 

 MR.DEGEORGE:  It’s their shed. And, we --- we trust them 

completely in terms of the relationship. 

 MR.BOHIGIAN: No, no.  There is a point.  We are trying to say 

ownership of who owns the shed. 

 THE CHAIR:  so, in fact, according to the regulation, if that’s 

the case, then we are talking it is a nonprofit because it is the 

church.  What the church then decides to do with it after, that’s the 
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church’s --- it doesn’t necessarily make it a --- it does not make it 

a nonprofit.   So, it is a nonprofit. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Let me ask you this because you say you give --- 

there is no paperwork, is that correct? 

 MR.DEGEORGE:  No.  There is paperwork. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Okay, so let’s say you, hypothetically speaking, 

you give the shed to the church. 

 MR. DEGEORGE: Yes. 

 MR. O’KEEFE: And, the church decides that in week one all of the 

clothing is going to go to goodwill. 

 MR.DEGEORGE: They could do that. Yes. 

 MR. O’KEEFE: And, it’s their shed.  You just would stop coming. 

 MR.DEGEORGE:  Yes.  They could, in theory, call another company 

and say hey guys, we would like to sell instead to you for this price. 

 But the hope is, we have that relationship, that handshake 

agreement where they wouldn’t do something like that. 

 It’s their clothing and it is theirs to use however they feel is 

the right thing to do.  And, that, that’s part of that relationship 

that we have with people that we do work with. 

 MR. LAPORTE:  That’s a rare part of the business.  A handshake 

today. 

 (Chuckles) 

 MR.DEGEORGE:  It works, though. 

 UNIDENTIFIABLE:  Sometimes. 

 THE CHAIR: Now, if we were to --- if we were to put a stipulation 

on this approval that it would be good for one year and renewable if 

there are no complaints or issues that go to the zoning enforcement 

officer, would you have a problem with that? 

 MR. POZUCEK: Not at all. That’s fine. 

 THE CHAIR:  And, I am not saying that the board will decide to do 

that but I just want to make sure that we are open to do that. 

 Okay. 

 Are there any other questions of the applicants? 

 (No response) 

 Thank you very much. 
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 MR. DEGEORGE:  Thank you. 

 THE CHAIR:  Is there anyone here speaking in favor of the 

application? 

 (No response) 

 Anyone speaking in favor? 

 (No response) 

 Is there anyone opposing this application? 

 (No response) 

 Anyone opposing? 

 (No response) 

 Hearing none, this application is closed. 

 (Whereupon, the public hearing portion of the meeting was 

adjourned at 7:38 o’clock, p.m.) 
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TOWN OF SOUTHINGTON 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

TUESDAY DECEMBER 11, 2012 

 

  Chairman Robert Salka called the Regular meeting of the 

Southington Zoning Board of Appeals to order at 7:38 o’clock, p.m. in 

the Municipal Center Assembly Room with the following members in 

attendance: 

 

 Jeffrey Gworek, Matthew O’Keefe, Bryan Wysong & Joseph LaPorte   

          

 Alternates: Thomas Lombardi 

    Ronald Bohigian 

 

 Absent:  Dee Ahern, Alternate 

    Paul Bedard, Alternate 

     

 Others:  Rob Librandi, Zoning Enforcement Officer 

      

   

 A quorum was determined. 

   

ROBERT SALKA, Chairman, presiding: 

New Business 

 A. APPEAL #5971A, Application of Immaculate Conception Church 

to appeal the decision by the Zoning Enforcement Officer concerning 

the placement of a clothing bin I an R-12 zone under Section 11-20 & 

15-03 of the Zoning Regulations, 130 Summer Street a/k/a 152 Summer 

Street, property of Immaculate Conception in an R-12 zone. 

 THE CHAIR:  The motion would be to override --- the motion would 

have to be to override because that is what this is about.  The zoning 

enforcement officer has given them a cease & desist order, correct, 

Rob? 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  We haven’t established any type of violation, yet.  

They came and they spoke to the planner at the time and they 

established what they can do to conform.  As the town planner, she 

said that this would be the only way for them to conform to the site 

plan modification. 

 THE CHAIR:  It says here:  the appeal of the decision of the 

zoning enforcement officer.  What was the decision of the zoning 

enforcement officer then? 
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 MR. LIBRANDI:  The decision was that this was --- this was not 

allowed in the zone. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay, so the bottom line is you need four yes votes 

to override your decision. 

 MR. LIBRANDI: Yes. 

 THE CHAIR:  Does someone want to make a motion?   On this appeal?  

Make sure it is worded correctly.   It needs to be worded in a way 

that --- the point is the motion would be in support of the zoning 

enforcement officer.  I guess that would be the motion.  And, then if 

we say no, if we vote not, that basically overrides.   Is that 

correct, Matt? 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  I think the motion would be to overturn the 

decision of the zoning enforcement officer. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Would it be to overturn or would it be to confirm 

the appeal allowing a positive allowing of the appeal? 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  Right. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  It could be either way. 

 MR. LAPORTE:  I’ll make a motion to approve Appeal 5971A to 

approve the appeal. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay.   Do I have a second? 

 MR. WYSONG:  I’ll second that.  I think that is satisfactory. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay.  So let us make sure we understand now.  Would 

you read that back, Linda, please? 

 STENOGRAPHER:  I will make a motion to approve Appeal 5971A to 

approve the appeal. 

 (Pause) 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay.  So, a yes vote does what? 

 So we are all clear. 

 MR.LIBRANDI:  A yes vote would be in favor of the – 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  A yes vote would sustain the appeal and overrule 

the zoning enforcement officer. 

 THE CHAIR:  A yes vote. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  That is how I would interpret it. 

 MR. WYSONG:  And, by sustaining the appeal which is a use appeal, 

it allows for the existence of a collection bin in the form of a shed. 
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 MR. O’KEEFE:  I don’t know if it does.  If you overrule the 

decision of the zoning enforcement officer, then would the applicant 

have to make an application for a variance? 

 THE CHAIR:  Because this is not a variance.   

 MR. O’KEEFE: And, so, he is still back to square one.  He would 

have to come in and make an application for a variance. 

 MR. WYSONG: A variance for – 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  For the use. 

 THE CHAIR:   Because all we are voting on is an override of the -

-- 

 MR. WYSONG:  No.  We are voting on the appeal.  Which is the use 

appeal. 

 The appeal before us is a use appeal.  It has nothing to do with 

the shed. 

 THE CHAIR:  Correct, right. 

 MR. WYSONG:  If we sustain the use appeal it recognizes that this 

activity would not normally be allowed in a residential zone and only 

a B zone pursuant to Section 11-20.   

 So, if we sustain the appeal, we are allowing the church to have 

a collection bin on their property.  If the bin is oversized, too 

close to the borders, painted chartreuse and is four stories high, 

then yes there is going to be an appeal for a variance.  But at this 

point, they will submit a site plan and the planning and the building 

--- zoning – planning & zoning will say that is a perfectly 

satisfactory plan. 

 We are not dealing with a variance for multiple sheds.  We have 

determined that. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  But you are using the word “use” but doesn’t the 

use in and of itself require a variance?  If I want to run a 

restaurant in a residential zone --- 

 MR. WYSONG:  On this appeal it is checked:  use. 

 THE CHAIR:  We have the application here.  So, since we have the 

application in front of us and it is for use, this is what we are 

really voting on.  And, if we approve this, it basically in my mind, 

overrides Rob’s objection. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Probably. 

 THE CHAIR:  I mean, that is how I would interpret this. 

 MR. WYSONG:  That is how I would interpret that. 
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 MR. O’KEEFE:  The problem I have now when I look at the 

application, as I am looking at it, first of all, it says appeal 

ruling of zoning enforcement officer dated.  And, that is blank.  So, 

how can we override something – 

 MR. WYSONG:  We are not overriding --- 

 THE CHAIR:  Where do you see that?  It says: Other/specify.  It 

doesn’t say – 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  On the line above it.  Appeal ruling of zoning 

enforcement officer. 

 THE CHAIR:  But it is not checked off. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Right. 

 THE CHAIR:  The only thing checked off is “other”. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Okay. 

 THE CHAIR:  So, this was submitted to Rob. 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  Yes. 

 THE CHAIR:  Rob must’ve looked at it.  Which is, you know, the 

documents you are looking at, this was submitted and Rob basically 

said, I guess, no.  It doesn’t meet our requirement.  I think it was 

done somehow backwards.  I don’t understand it. 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  It was a touch, um – 

 THE CHAIR:  Normally, they would do something and you would go 

out there and say it’s not --- 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  Well, they came to us because they didn’t know 

what to do. I said, you know, I talked to the town planner and the 

town attorney on this to see what steps do they have to do. And, this 

was one of the ways to go about it.  Because if they applied for a 

variance, they’d almost be shooting themselves in the foot saying I 

need to appeal your decision but at the same time, I know I’m going to 

get it wrong, so here’s the variance, too, for that.  You know? 

 So, the appeal, I believe would override it plus having them to 

apply for a site plan modification which would kind of clear, correct 

everything on the property.  All the issues from clothing bin or 

buffer. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay. So the point is we have a motion to approve 

this appeal.  If we approve it, it basically overrides Rob’s 

objection.  That’s the way I read this thing because that’s all this 

is. It’s an application to do something.  We are either going to 

support it or not support it.  If we support it, we override  Rob. 
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 Somehow it got a little, to me; it got a little out of order 

meaning how you get involved.  And, that’s not a criticism. 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  You know, the appeal, you know.  How can I send 

them a violation if they haven’t done anything? 

 (Laughter) 

 THE CHAIR:  Well, they haven’t.  You did.  You’re right. 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  This was the only way to really – when I can’t 

make a decision, I ask you to make the decision. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Let me ask you this, Rob.  Just for my 

clarification.  If it was something that you didn’t believe was a 

permitted use, then wouldn’t you tell them they need to apply for a 

variance? 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  Well – 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Isn’t that how it would usually work? 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  From, you know, from talking to the town attorney 

this is the way that we chose to go. 

 THE CHAIR:  Well, I would think the answer to that would be yes 

if it went the other way. 

 MR. WYSONG:  Isn’t this essentially a variance?  The appeal? 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  I don’t know what it is.  Because the application 

is incorrectly filled out. 

 In other words, in my mind, you go to the zoning enforcement 

officer and say can I do this and he says no, I don’t think you can.  

The regulations don’t allow.  Then you would apply for a variance. 

 THE CHAIR:  That’s what this is. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  No. It is not a variance. He didn’t ask for a 

variance. 

 THE CHAIR:  Well, it’s not a variance because they didn’t check 

it off.  They checked off “other”.  So – 

 MR. WYSONG:  Where did they check off “other”?  It says:  type of 

application --- 

 MR. O’KEEFE:   You have the type of application and it would be 

either asking for a special exception or a variance or appeal the 

ruling.  And, he’s not asking for anything. 

 MR. WYSONG:  As I go down to the bottom it says this appeal 

relates to use. 
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 MR. O’KEEFE:  That would be the follow up question to what 

appeal? 

 MR. WYSONG:  Zoning Board of Appeals.  That’s the title. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  The type of application. 

 THE CHAIR:  Right, so he would have appealed a variance. If he 

put a variance because he knows he’s in --- he is not in compliance.  

So he --- my feeling is he probably should’ve checked off “variance” 

on this, correct, Rob? 

 On this application. 

 Again, it is not a criticism. 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  He may, he could’ve if he wanted to on his 

application. It was --- 

 THE CHAIR:  He came in to talk to you.  You said this thing is 

not a permitted use.  So you can go to the zoning board of appeals and 

ask for a variance. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  But you see, I think where we are stuck is, as a 

legal board we have the ability to decide special exceptions and 

variances and appeals from zoning enforcement officers and we don’t 

have that in front of us. 

 (Pause) 

 MR. WYSONG:  Well, I’m just kind of a mid-western retired 

engineer and I see a church asking to put a clothing collection 

facility on their property in an R-12 zone and by this town’s 

definition of a clothing collection drop-off receptacle we say it 

can’t be done in or except in a business zone. And, in good faith, the 

Reverend Stanley Staron has filled out an appeal asking for a clothing 

collection bin in an R-12 zone.  

 We have a motion on the floor that is going to uphold the appeal 

and I think if the board upholds the appeal as it is written we are 

essentially saying go forward.  We recognize that this kind of 

facility should be in a business zone but we are allowing it in an R 

zone and you can call it a variance, an other, a special exception and 

I don’t really care.   

 I think if we vote in the affirmative on the motion then they can 

go forward with their bind.  That’s my opinion. 

 THE CHAIR:  I agree with you.  If there was a lot of opposition 

to this program, the way this is completed, then I could agree with 

that.   

 But I mean, if somebody was to take us to court, we would 

probably have to rehear it simply because the documentation is not 
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correct, period.  And, I think that is what you are referring to, 

Matt. 

 We don’t have any opposition.  I’ll take their word that they did 

speak with the property owner.  I’m sure they did.  And, so there 

really is no opposition to this.  It really is up to our board. 

 MR.LIBRANDI:  If it is stated in the public hearing and this was 

published and this is an appeal on it, just to appeal the decision of 

the zoning enforcement officer, would that hold anything in terms of 

this being public noticed? 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  Except there is no decision of the --- you see, the 

problem here is the notice is incorrect because it says it is to 

appeal the decision and in fact there was no decision. 

 THE CHAIR:  There was no formal decision. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  There was a verbal recommendation.  Not a decision. 

 THE CHAIR:  So, if somebody was to bring us to court, we’d 

probably lose in the sense of somebody would be challenging this and I 

am not sure if this would hold up.  But the bottom line is we are not 

being challenged and if we go forward, the most we could do is rehear 

it again because it will be challenged and I don’t think it will be. 

 Because again, Rob, the way it was put in the paper was not --- 

it was not the way that the document is filled out in front of us.  

That’s the only --- and I know we may be splitting hairs.  To your 

mid-western point and to your legal point. 

 But my feeling is I think we should go forward.  We have a motion 

on the floor.  We have a second to approve putting a bin, a clothing 

bin in a residential zone.  So, I think we should go forward with it. 

 If in fact at some point somebody comes forward and decides to 

challenge us, they can challenge us.   

 I think you talked with Mark and Mark said this is the best way 

to do it.  He’s the guy that is going to have to deal with it. 

 So, we have a motion on the floor.  We have a second.  A yes vote 

approves the appeal and overrides the zoning enforcement officer’s 

recommendation. 

 Okay?  Would you call the roll, Rob, please? 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  How about discussion? 

 THE CHAIR:  I’m sorry? 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  We haven’t really had discussion. We’ve asked 

questions but we really haven’t discussed it. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay.  I thought that’s what we were doing here. 
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 MR. O’KEEFE:  We talked about procedurally the motion. 

 THE CHAIR:  Go ahead.  Okay. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  I don’t have a problem with charitable uses.  I 

think its fine.  I think where I have a problem with it is um, we 

don’t have anything in the regulations that allows -- basically it is 

a commercial use and it opens the door for other types of activities 

in residential areas.  

 So while I applaud the idea of donating clothes, I think it can 

be done even on this property in a different way.  If the church 

wanted to collect and donate clothing they could do so but it could do 

inside the church. 

 I don’t think it needs a shed right on this property. 

 THE CHAIR:  Okay.  Any other discussion? 

 MR.WYSONG:  I don’t understand where you are coming from, Matt, 

this being a commercial use aspect of it. 

 MR. O’KEEFE: Well, the shed is being placed there by a commercial 

entity for a commercial purpose and that is making money. 

 MR. WYSONG:  The commercial use becomes commerus (sp) when they 

buy the clothing. Up to that point it church property, church 

clothing.  Church collection.  Church management.  Church involvement.  

Church daily maintenance.  And, that is all church activities. 

 MR. O’KEEFE:  And, what we don’t have before us is any contract 

between the church and the commercial business to so state that. 

 (Pause) 

 THE CHAIR:  Any other discussion? 

 (Pause) 

 Okay, Rob, would you please call the roll? 

 MR. LIBRANDI:  Commissioner O’Keefe:  No 

    Commissioner LaPorte:  No 

    Commissioner Wysong:  Yes 

    Commissioner Gworek:  Yes 

    Chairman Salka:   Yes 

 Motion denied. 

 THE CHAIR:  It’s what? 

 MR. LIBRANDI: It was a three to two vote and you need four. 
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 THE CHAIR:  Well, let me ask --- let me question that just for a 

second.  How many votes --- we normally need four votes, anyway.  

Whether it is an override --- we four votes for approval.  So it is a 

moot point. 

 What I was going to say was, I’m not quite sure since you didn’t 

um, render a formal um, complaint or notice of violation, we are not 

really overriding you. 

 The bottom line is you need four votes for approval, anyway.  

And, they didn’t get it.  So it is really a moot point. 

 Okay. 

 No. It was not approved.  On a three to two vote. 

 

Miscellaneous / Old Business / New Business 

 Mr.Librandi had nothing further. 

 The Chair stated as an FYI he had a meeting on Thursday with the 

town attorney, the zoning enforcement officer, myself and Mr. Hoffman.  

He’s the one that we turned down the 20’ one car garage.  I have a 

meeting in Thursday. I guess it is in Mark’s office. 

 I’m not quite sure what --- I did voice a concern that anything 

that is done at this meeting could be used in a lawsuit if that is 

where it was heading and Mark wrote back and said no, that is not the 

case and that planning & zoning does this all the time. 

 Mr. Gworek asked if it would affect him if he brought up another 

appeal.  Would you have to recuse yourself? 

 The Chair said he didn’t know.  That is a good question.  I 

didn’t ask that question.  But I wanted to make sure that it wasn’t 

something he could use in a lawsuit against us if he decided to go 

forward with the lawsuit. 

 I am just going to reiterate from our point of view, it was 

turned down.  He asked on his application for a one car garage and the 

builder came in and he said he typically builds 16 foot one car 

garages.  That’s the typical size. Not 10 or 12.  And I am just going 

to reiterate that point.  It was the board’s discussion and they can 

obviously read the Minutes of the meeting who attended.  But that 

would be my --- I’m not going to give them a point of view. 

 Mr. O’Keefe pointed out the builder also said that they start two 

car garages at 18 feet. 

 The Chair agreed.  He stated we gave them all the opportunity in 

the world to come in with 16 and he decided to go with 18.  The board 

made a decision.  That’s the way I’m going to go forward with it. 
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 It may come before us again.  I’m not quite sure that if the 

applicant comes back with 16 feet, whether that is significant enough 

change from the 18 that he came in and we could hear it in less than 

six months.  I’ll leave that decision to Mark from the town attorney’s 

standpoint. 

 Mr. Gworek asked if there was a definition for significant 

change.  The chair said he didn’t think there was a definition.  

Mr.Librandi said he didn’t know of one. 

 Mr.Lombardi noted he was at 20 at first, though.  The Chair 

clarified he started out at 20 on the first application. Then he came 

back on the second application and asked for 18.  Mr. Lombardi said we 

could say from the first 20’. 

 Mr. O’Keefe said he didn’t think so.  He felt you had to take 

from what you voted on.  The 18.  You can’t use the 20. He could come 

in and ask for 50 and then say let’s put it to a vote on 18. 

 Mr.Lombardi said if he applies again for 16, can we say that the 

net change is 20 percent and not factor in the 18?   The Chair and Mr. 

O’Keefe pointed out that 18 is what was voted on.  The 20 is 

irrelevant, stated Mr. Lombardi. 

  

 Mr.Lombardi advised the regulations for alcohol for restaurants 

existing and nonconforming in residential zones is going into effect 

as of January 1
st
.   

 The Chair stated that he did ask if any of those applications 

come before us, we have the town attorney and the police chief, or his 

representative, here so we can ask the appropriate questions on safety 

and all that kind of stuff.  We’ll see how that plays itself out. 

 Mr. LaPorte made a motion to adjourn which was seconded by Mr. 

Gworek. Motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. 

 (Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at 8:00 o’clock, p.m.) 

 

     Robert Y.Salka, Chairman 

     Zoning Board of Appeals 

  

   


